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Introduction

•	 A planning application for the redevelopment 
of Bhailok Court, Pole Street, Preston PR1 
1DX will be submitted shortly by The Heaton 
Group.

•	 Prior to the submission of the planning 
application to the local planning authority 
(Preston City Council), we would like to give 
you the opportunity to make representations 
directly to the developer.

•	 The purpose of this document is to illustrate 
the development proposals at this stage of 
the design process (‘RIBA Stage 2 - Concept 
Design’) to enable you to provide us with any 
feedback you may wish to give.

Former Job Centre building at Bhailok Court
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Context

•	 The development site is located at the 
junction of Pole Street and Percy Street within 
Preston city centre.

•	 The location has been designated as 
being within the Central Preston Strategic 
Location by Preston City Council. As such, 
any proposals for the site must be consistent 
with their strategy of focus upon growth and 
investment in the city.

•	 Some of the local challenges identified within 
this area of Preston (such as low footfall, 
poor quality urban environment, perception 
of crime and lack of security etc.) can be 
addressed by bringing this particular site 
forward.

•	 One of the major challenges facing the city is 
a significant lack of new housing provision. In 
fact, Preston City Council have confirmed they 
cannot demonstrate a 5-year supply of new 
housing.

•	 In an attempt to overcome this issue, part of 
the Council’s housing strategy is to actively 
encourage an increase in city centre living 
via the redevelopment of existing brownfield 
sites, particularly vacant ones. This strategy is 
also in keeping with sustainable development 
planning guidance at the national level.

Location Plan



Context

•	 The development site itself comprises the 
now derelict former Job Centre building 
that fronts onto Pole Street and Percy Street. 
The remainder of the site includes unsightly 
hardstanding areas and low-quality boundary 
fences and walls that are fast becoming 
overgrown with self-seeded planting.

•	 The building is currently vacant and 
unmanaged. As a result, its external 
appearance is increasingly decaying and 
of poor quality (as can be seen within the 
photographic survey opposite).

•	 The deterioration of the building results 
in a significant negative impact upon the 
visual quality of the area, detracting from 
its potential vibrancy and sense of place for 
residents and visitors alike.

Photographic survey of the application site
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Analysis

•	 The application site is a key development 
site within Preston city centre, offering an 
opportunity to enhance the quality of the built 
environment and help deliver the city’s vision 
to increase housing supply and create vibrant 
and distinctive places for people to live.

•	 The site is situated along a key corridor 
within the city that includes several buildings 
of considerable height, and also serves 
as a public transport ‘gateway’ to the city, 
providing visitors with their first glimpses of 
Preston city centre.

•	 Given its proximity to the city centre, and the 
Council’s pursuit of increased investment to 
help Preston flourish and provide housing 
for its current and future residents, this site 
demands a new high-quality residential 
development.

•	 The delivery of a high-quality development at 
this vacant site would help to reinvigorate a 
real sense of place within the local area.

•	 There exists an opportunity at this location 
for a high-quality, landmark development 
of height to enhance the character of the 
built environment, visually strengthen a 
major ‘gateway’ to the city, and contribute 
towards the city’s housing provision 
shortfall.

Location Plan (with analysis diagram)

The Site

Key Transport 
Corridors

Tall Building
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The Vision

•	 The Vision for these proposals is to create a 
distinctive, characterful, sustainable, vibrant 
and successful development that is in keeping 
with Preston City Council’s aspirations for the 
future regeneration of this part of the city.

•	 This includes for the creation of new, high-
quality, bespoke developments, including 
residential use.

•	 The proposed residential accommodation 
would make a welcome contribution to the 
city’s housing supply and represent a positive 
addition to the local area.

•	 The proposed development can act as a 
catalyst for future regeneration, providing 
high-quality living and commercial 
accommodation, and all the benefits this will 
bring, to the heart of Preston.

•	 The delivery of high-quality buildings, such 
as these proposals, will help to enhance 
the image of Preston, both nationally 
and internationally, helping to draw more 
investment and people to the city.
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The Proposal Design Brief 

•	 Our design brief for the proposed 
development included for the following 
requirements:

	 •	Maximise	the	development	potential	of		
    this under-used brownfield site within the  
    city centre.

	 •	Provide	high-quality	residential		 	 	
           accommodation suitable for owner/  
       occupiers (such as young professionals  
    and/or mature down-sizers - not student  
    accommodation or social housing).

	 •	Create	a	landmark	building	to	enhance		
    a ‘gateway’ into the city and the quality of  
    the built environment in the area.

	 •	Provide	attractive	outdoor	private	and		
    communal amenity space for the    
    enjoyment of new residents.

	 •	Maximise	bicycle	storage	and	minimise		
    car parking provision to encourage the  
    use of more sustainable modes of   
    transport to boost the health of the city.

	 •	Include	for	different	uses	at	ground		 	
       floor to increase activity at street    
    level and ensure it offers a positive   
       contribution to the area.

Location Plan (showing 3D View locations)



The Proposal

•	 The proposed development includes for:

	 •	The	demolition	of	the	existing	part-1,			
    part-2 storey vacant, former Job Centre  
    building.
   
	 •	The	construction	of	a	part-6,	part-8,	part-	
    10, part-13 and part-15 storey residential- 
    led mixed-use development comprising: 

	 	 1.	176	no.	apartments	in	total			 	
	 	 				(62%	1-bedroom	units	and	38%			
      2-bedroom units).
  2. Commercial space at ground floor.
	 	 3.	Minimal	car	parking	to	encourage		
      sustainable travel.
  4. Provision of bicycle storage and   
      external communal amenity space.

Proposed 3D View 1 (from south west / Lord’s Walk)

Proposed 3D View



The Proposal

•	 The form of the building has been specifically 
designed to reduce the visual impact of its 
height, scale and mass upon neighbouring 
properties. This has been achieved via:

	 •	The	splitting	of	the	accommodation	into		
    two towers, and stepping those towers  
    down in height to the north west.

	 •	Creating	an	external	appearance	of	real		
    depth and interest - not a boring slab   
    block.

	 •	Using	materials	that	complement	the		 	
    existing buildings in the area to help   
    enhance a sense of place.

Proposed 3D View 2 (from south east / Pole Street)

Proposed 3D View



The Proposal

Proposed 3D View 3 (from north west / Pole Street)

Proposed 3D View

•	 The proposals look to reflect the scale of the 
existing buildings neary through the creation 
of a ‘podium’ comprising the floor levels 
from ground to third floor. This element of 
the design helps the building integrate with 
it’s neighbours and creates a more attractive 
human-scale at street level.  



The Proposal

Proposed 3D View 4 (from north east / Percy Street)

Proposed 3D View

•	 The car park and refuse/recycling storage 
areas have been concealed from public view 
to remove the issue of street-cluttering and 
improve the visual quality of the street scene 
itself.

•	 The form and design of the building would 
establish dynamic views from the north east, 
ensuring an attractive first glimpse of the city 
upon approach from the A59 Ring Way.



The Proposal

Proposed 3D View 5 (from east)

Proposed 3D View

•	 The proposals establish a key visual 
relationship with the existing tall office 
building to the south west, and other tall 
buildings beyond towards the city centre.

•	 Attractive external amenity spaces have been 
provided in the form of private balconies 
and a communal roof garden to enhance the 
health and well-being of residents and visitors 
alike.



The Proposal Proposed Elevation

Proposed Elevation (from south east / Percy Street)



The Proposal Proposed Elevation

Proposed Elevation (from south west / Pole Street)



The Proposal

Proposed Elevation (from north east)

Proposed Elevation
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The Proposal Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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The Proposal Proposed 1st Floor Plan
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The Proposal Proposed 10th Floor Plan
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The Proposal Typical Apartment Layouts

Typical 2-bedroom apartmentTypical 1-bedroom apartment



The Proposal External Appearance

•	 The proposals include for high-quality, 
attractive and durable materials. This is to 
ensure the building visually enhances the 
local area and minimal maintenance will be 
required throughout its lifespan.

•	 The lower levels of the proposals include for 
sections of red/brown multi facing brick to 
visually connect it to the existing adjacent 
buildings. The inclusion of brick also ensures a 
higher level of durability at ground level.

•	 The upper levels are to be clad in light grey 
aluminium rainscreen panels of varying sizes, 
with feature sections in a bronze-effect finish.

•	 The images opposite provide examples of the 
proposed materials.
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Summary

•	 A	total	of	176	no.	new	apartments	for	owner/
occupiers.

•	 The proposals are fully aligned with Preston 
City Council’s aspirations for the investment 
in, and regeneration of, the local area.

•	 A new high-quality bespoke development 
introducing residential use would contribute 
towards overcoming the significant shortfall in 
new housing provision within Preston.

•	 The proposals represent a positive addition 
to the local area, enhancing the quality of the 
built environment and providing a catalyst 
for future investment, regeneration and 
redevelopment.
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